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Subject: Enforcement of EU data privacy rules – GDPR is being stifled by a lack of resources for 
national authorities and the Irish dilemma

A report published by the advocacy group Access Now 1 , finds that due to significant disparities in the 
funding of national data protection authorities (DPAs), larger firms could try to use their economic 
power to circumvent privacy provisions in the GDPR 2 . 

‘Companies could leverage DPAs’ lack of resources, using it to get around the application of the 
GDPR, or at least significantly delay its effect’, the document states, referencing a recent claim by the 
Irish Data Protection Commission that ‘procedural queries’ had been delaying decisions on initial 
fines.

Moreover, the number of employees working in DPAs across the EU has barely increased since 
2019 3 , according to the report, which cites recent comments from the European Data Protection 
Board (EDPB) 4 . These staffing figures are unlikely to increase substantially in 2020.

The report notes ‘significant disparities’ in budget allocations for national DPAs across the bloc, with 
the UK’s budget twice Italy’s, and three times France’s.

‘The inadequate budget 5 provided to DPAs means that our rights may not be effectively protected,’ 
the report states. ‘In fact, it may create a negative incentive for DPAs investigating large tech 
companies to agree on settlements that may be more favourable to the companies,’ it adds in 
reference to the UK’s settlement with Facebook after the Cambridge Analytica scandal, which may 
have been hastened by the financial cost of entering into legal proceedings 6 .

1. What is the Commission’s assessment of this report, and of national DPAs’ lack of resources?

2. Does the Commission share concerns that the Irish authority is struggling to meet the demands 
of overseeing the world’s most dominant players in the online ecosystem?

1 https://www.accessnow.org/cms/assets/uploads/2020/05/Two-Years-Under-GDPR.pdf
2 https://www.accessnow.org/alarm-over-weak-enforcement-of-gdpr-on-two-year-anniversary/
3 https://www.politico.eu/article/we-have-a-huge-problem-european-regulator-despairs-over-lack-of-

enforcement/
4 https://www.euractiv.com/section/data-protection/news/gdpr-enforcement-held-back-by-lack-of-resources-
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5 https://www.ft.com/content/a915ae62-034e-4b13-b787-4b0ac2aaff7e
6 https://www.euractiv.com/section/data-protection/news/gdpr-enforcement-held-back-by-lack-of-resources-
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